We prove the first rigidity and classification theorems for crossed product von Neumann algebras given by actions of non-discrete, locally compact groups. We prove that for arbitrary free probability measure preserving actions of connected simple Lie groups of real rank one, the crossed product has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy. We then deduce a W * strong rigidity theorem for irreducible actions of products of such groups. More generally, our results hold for products of locally compact groups that are nonamenable, weakly amenable and that belong to Ozawa's class S.
Introduction and statement of the main results
Popa's deformation/rigidity theory has lead to a wealth of classification, rigidity and structural theorems for von Neumann algebras, and especially for II 1 factors arising from countable groups and their actions on probability spaces, through the group von Neumann algebra and the group measure space construction of Murray and von Neumann. We refer to [Po06, Va10a, Io12, Va16] for an introduction to deformation/rigidity theory. The main goal of this article is to prove rigidity and classification theorems for crossed products by actions of non-discrete, locally compact groups.
The classification problem for II 1 factors M given as crossed products M = L ∞ (X) ⋊ Γ for free ergodic probability measure preserving (pmp) actions of countable groups splits into two separate problems: the uniqueness problem for the Cartan subalgebra L ∞ (X) and the classification problem for Γ (X, µ) up to orbit equivalence. Striking progress has been made on both problems. In [OP07] , it is proved that for profinite free ergodic pmp actions of the free groups F n , the crossed product M has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy. In [CS11] , it was shown that the same holds for profinite actions of nonelementary hyperbolic groups and actually for profinite actions of nonamenable, weakly amenable groups in Ozawa's class S introduced in [Oz03, Oz04] . For arbitrary free ergodic pmp actions of the same groups, the uniqueness of the Cartan subalgebra was established in [PV11, PV12] .
The first goal of this paper is to prove that also for locally compact groups that are nonamenable, weakly amenable and in class S, crossed products M = L ∞ (X) ⋊ G by arbitrary free ergodic pmp actions have a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy. This class of groups includes all rank one simple Lie groups, as well as all locally compact groups that admit a continuous and metrically proper action on a tree, or on a hyperbolic graph (see Proposition 7.1). The precise definition of property (S) goes as follows.
Definition. Let G be a locally compact group and denote S(G) = {F ∈ L 1 (G) | F (g) ≥ 0 for a.e. g ∈ G and F 1 = 1}. Equip S(G) with the topology induced by the L 1 -norm. We say that G has property (S) if there exists a continuous map η : G → S(G) satisfying lim k→∞ η(gkh) − g · η(k) 1 = 0 uniformly on compact sets of g, h ∈ G.
(1.1) By [BO08, Proposition 15.2.3], Ozawa's class S (see [Oz04] ) consists of all countable groups Γ that are exact and that have property (S).
Our uniqueness of Cartan theorem can then be stated as follows. In Section 3, we actually prove a more general result, also valid for nonsingular actions (see Theorem 3.1) and thus generalizing the results in [HV12] to the locally compact setting.
Theorem A. Let G = G 1 × · · · × G n be a direct product of nonamenable locally compact second countable (lcsc) weakly amenable groups with property (S). Let G (X, µ) be an essentially free pmp action.
Then L ∞ (X) ⋊ G has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy.
To understand Theorem A, note that if G is non-discrete, then L ∞ (X) is not a Cartan subalgebra of M , but there is a canonical Cartan subalgebra given by choosing a cross section for G (X, µ) (see Section 3).
We then turn to orbit equivalence rigidity. In Section 4, we prove a cocycle superrigidity theorem for arbitrary cocycles of irreducible pmp actions G 1 × G 2 (X, µ) taking values in a locally compact group with property (S). This result is similar to the cocycle superrigidity theorem of [MS04] , where the target group is assumed to be a closed subgroup of the isometry group of a negatively curved space. We then deduce that Sako's orbit equivalence rigidity theorem [Sa09] for irreducible pmp actions G 1 × G 2 (X, µ) of nonamenable groups in class S stays valid in the locally compact setting. Recall here that a nonsingular action G 1 × G 2 (X, µ) of a direct product group is called irreducible if both G 1 and G 2 act ergodically.
In combination with Theorem A, we deduce the following W * strong rigidity theorem. This is the first W * strong rigidity theorem for actions of locally compact groups.
Theorem B. Let G = G 1 × G 2 and H = H 1 × H 2 be unimodular lcsc groups without nontrivial compact normal subgroups. Let G (X, µ) and H (Y, η) be essentially free, irreducible pmp actions. Assume that G 1 , G 2 , H 1 , H 2 are nonamenable and that H 1 , H 2 are weakly amenable and have property (S).
If p(L ∞ (X) ⋊ G)p ∼ = q(L ∞ (Y ) ⋊ H)q for nonzero projections p and q, then the actions are conjugate: there exists a continuous group isomorphism δ : G → H and a pmp isomorphism ∆ : X → Y such that ∆(g · x) = δ(g) · ∆(x) for all g ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X.
Fix Haar measures on G and H and denote by Tr the associated normal semifinite trace on the crossed products L ∞ (X) ⋊ G and L ∞ (Y ) ⋊ H. If the Haar measures are normalized such that δ is measure preserving, then Tr(p) = Tr(q). Also, the isomorphism p(L ∞ (X) ⋊ G)p ∼ = q(L ∞ (Y ) ⋊ H)q has the explicit form given in Remark 4.3.
We deduce Theorem A from a very general structural result on the normalizer N M (A) = {u ∈ U (M ) | uAu * = A} of a von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ M when M is equipped with an arbitrary coaction Φ : M → M ⊗ L(G) of a locally compact weakly amenable group with property (S), see Theorem F below. The main novelty is to show that the main ideas of [PV11] can be made to work in this very general and much more abstract setting, by using several results from the harmonic analysis of coactions.
We prove uniqueness of Cartan subalgebras by applying this general result to the canonical coaction Φ : L(R) → L(R) ⊗ L(G) associated with a countable pmp equivalence relation R and a cocycle ω : R → G with values in the locally compact group G. Applying the same general result to the comultiplication ∆ : L(G) → L(G) ⊗ L(G) itself, we obtain the following strong solidity results for locally compact group von Neumann algebras.
Recall that a diffuse von Neumann algebra M is called strongly solid if for every diffuse amenable von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ M that is the range of a normal conditional expectation, the normalizer N M (A) ′′ remains amenable. When also the amplification B(ℓ 2 (N)) ⊗ M is strongly solid, we say that M is stably strongly solid, see [BHV15] .
Theorem C. Let G be a locally compact group with property (S) and assume that L(G) is diffuse.
1. If G is unimodular and weakly amenable, then for every finite trace projection p ∈ L(G), we have that pL(G)p is strongly solid.
2. If G is second countable, if G has the complete metric approximation property (CMAP) and if the kernel of the modular function
is an open subgroup of G, then L(G) is stably strongly solid.
Note that the von Neumann algebras L(G) appearing in the second part of Theorem C can be of type III. The assumption on G 0 being open in the second part of Theorem C is not essential, but it makes the proof much less technical. In all our examples of locally compact groups G with property (S) and with L(G) being nonamenable, the assumption is satisfied.
Examples D. Every finite center connected simple Lie group G of real rank one is weakly amenable and has property (S). Every locally compact group G that acts metrically properly on a tree (not necessarily locally finite) has CMAP and property (S). Every locally compact hyperbolic group is weakly amenable and has property (S). References and proofs for these statements are discussed in Section 7.
For locally compact groups G acting properly on a tree, [HR16, Theorems C and D] and [Ra15, Theorems E and F] provide criteria ensuring that L(G) is a nonamenable factor. Applying Theorem C, we thus obtain the first examples of nonamenable strongly solid locally compact group von Neumann algebras. In particular, when n, m ∈ Z with 2 ≤ |m| < n and G denotes the Schlichting completion of the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(m, n), then L(G) is strongly solid, nonamenable and of type III |m/n| by combining Theorem C and [Ra15, Theorem G] .
Combining Theorem A with [PV08, Proposition 7.1], we also obtain the following first examples of II 1 factors having a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy, but not having a group measure space Cartan subalgebra, in the sense that the countable equivalence relation generated by the unique Cartan subalgebra cannot be written as the orbit equivalence relation of an essentially free group action.
Corollary E. Let G = Sp(n, 1) with n ≥ 2 and let G (X, µ) be any weakly mixing Gaussian action. Put M = L ∞ (X) ⋊ G. Then, M is a II ∞ factor that has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy, but that has no group measure space Cartan subalgebra. In particular, its finite corners pM p are II 1 factors with unique Cartan subalgebra, but without group measure space Cartan subalgebra.
As explained above, Theorems A and C follow from a general result on normalizers inside tracial von Neumann algebras M that are equipped with a so-called coaction of a locally compact group. Recall that a coaction of a locally compact group G on a von Neumann algebra M is a faithful normal * -homomorphism Φ : M → M ⊗ L(G) satisfying (Φ ⊗ id)Φ = (id ⊗ ∆)Φ, where
Assume that Φ : M → M ⊗ L(G) is a coaction, Tr is a faithful normal semifinite trace on M and p ∈ M is a projection with Tr(p) < ∞. Let A ⊂ pM p be a von Neumann subalgebra. We say that
• A is Φ-amenable if there exists a nonzero positive functional Ω on Φ(p)(M ⊗ B(L 2 (G)))Φ(p) that is Φ(A)-central and satisfies Ω(Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p.
Note that the Φ-amenability of A ⊂ pM p is equivalent with the left A-amenability of the Theorem F. Let G be a locally compact group that is weakly amenable and has property (S). Let (M, Tr) be a von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal semifinite trace and Φ : M → M ⊗L(G) a coaction. Let p ∈ M be a projection with Tr(p) < ∞ and A ⊂ pM p a von Neumann subalgebra.
If A is Φ-amenable then at least one of the following statements holds:
Finally, in order to obtain stable strong solidity, we have to replace the normalizer N M (A) by the stable normalizer N s M (A) = {x ∈ M | xAx * ⊂ A and x * Ax ⊂ A}. Adapting the methods of [BHV15] to the abstract setting of Theorem F, we obtain the following result.
Theorem G. If in Theorem F, we add the hypothesis that G has the complete metric approximation property, then in the conclusion, we may replace the normalizer N pM p (A) ′′ by the stable normalizer N s pM p (A) ′′ . Fix a weakly amenable, locally compact group G with property (S). Denote by Λ(G) the Cowling-Haagerup constant of G, see [CH88] . Also fix a von Neumann algebra M with a faithful normal semifinite trace Tr and a coaction Φ : M → M ⊗ L(G). Let p ∈ M be a projection with Tr(p) < ∞ and A ⊂ pM p a von Neumann subalgebra that is Φ-amenable. Denote by ∆ :
Proof of Theorem F
Weak amenability. Denote by A(G) the Fourier algebra of G, defined as the predual of L(G) and identified with a subalgebra of the algebra C b (G) of bounded continuous functions on G, by identifying ω ∈ L(G) * with the function g → ω(λ g ). We denote by A c (G) ⊂ A(G) the subalgebra of compactly supported functions in A(G). By weak amenability of G, using [CH88, Proposition 1.1] and a convexity argument, we can fix a net η n ∈ A c (G) such that the associated normal completely bounded maps m n :
Define the normal completely bounded maps ϕ n : M → M : ϕ n (x) = (id ⊗ η n )Φ(x). Using that Φ is a coaction, we get that Φ • ϕ n = (id ⊗ m n ) • Φ. Since Φ is faithful, Φ is completely isometric and thus, ϕ n cb ≤ m n cb . Since Φ is a homeomorphism for the strong topology on norm bounded subsets, we get that ϕ n (x) → x strongly for every x ∈ M .
Notations and terminology. Denote
) the * -antihomomorphism given by right multiplication.
Whenever V is a set of operators on a Hilbert space, we denote by [V] the operator norm closed linear span of V. Denote by N 0 ⊂ N the dense C * -subalgebra defined as
We say that a normal completely bounded map ψ : pM p → pM p is adapted if the following two conditions hold.
1. There exists a normal completely bounded map θ : qN q → B(L 2 (pM p)) with θ(Φ(x)ρ(a)) = ψ(x)ρ(a) for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ A.
2. There exist a Hilbert space L, a unital * -homomorphism π 0 : qN 0 q → B(L) and maps
and, defining
We denote by ψ adap the infimum of all possible values of Tr(p) −1 V ∞ W ∞ .
Step
We claim that ψ is adapted and that ψ adap ≤ m cb .
To prove step 1, we first prove the following statement:
Using the leg numbering notation for multiple tensor products, we view
as the standard Hilbert space for
given by left multiplication in tensor positions 1 and 2, while the right representation is given by right multiplication in tensor positions 1 and 3. The Φ-amenability of A then provides a net of vectors
for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ A. This implies that pM p L 2 (pM p) A is weakly contained in the pM p-A-
Define the normal completely bounded map θ : qN q → B(L 2 (pM p)) by θ(x) = p(id ⊗ ω)(x)p. By construction, θ(Φ(x)ρ(a)) = ψ(x)ρ(a) for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ A. Since θ(x) = θ ′ (q(id ⊗ m)(x)q) for all x ∈ qN 0 q, we get that θ cb ≤ m cb . So, the Stinespring like factorization theorem (see e.g. [BO08, Theorem B.7]) provides a Hilbert space L, a unital * -homomorphism
It now suffices to define V and W by restricting V 0 and W 0 to N pM p (A) ⊂ L 2 (pM p). So we have proved that ψ : pM p → pM p is adapted and that ψ adap ≤ m cb . This concludes the proof of step 1.
Notations and terminology. We start with a net η n ∈ A c (G) such that the associated normal completely bounded maps m n :
we obtain a net of adapted completely bounded maps ψ n : pM p → pM p such that ψ n (x) → x strongly for all x ∈ pM p and lim sup n ψ n adap ≤ Λ(G). We call such a net an adapted approximate identity. We then define κ ≥ 1 as the smallest positive number for which there exists an adapted approximate identity ψ n : pM p → pM p with lim sup n ψ n adap ≤ κ. We fix such a ψ n realizing κ.
Since each ψ n is adapted, we have normal completely bounded maps
for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ A. We can thus define µ n ∈ (qN q) * given by µ n (T ) = θ n (T )p, p and satisfying µ n (Φ(x)ρ(a)) = Tr(ψ n (x)a) for all x ∈ pM p, a ∈ A.
for all x ∈ M and a ∈ A. In particular, β v (q) = q and we also view β v as an automorphism of qN q.
Step 2. The functionals µ n satisfy the following properties.
1. lim sup n µ n < ∞,
To prove step 2, one can literally repeat the argument in [Oz10, Proof of Proposition 7] and [PV11, Proof of Proposition 5.4], because for every v ∈ N pM p (A) and every adapted approximate identity ψ n : pM p → pM p, the maps x → ψ n (xv * )v and x → v * ψ n (vx) form again adapted approximate identities.
Step 3. There exist positive normal functionals ω n ∈ (qN q) * satisfying 1. lim n ω n (Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p,
3. lim n ω n (Φ(a)ρ(a * )) = Tr(p) for all a ∈ U (A).
To prove step 3, choose a weak * limit point Ξ ∈ (pN p) * of the net µ n . We find that Ξ(Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p, that Ξ is invariant under the automorphisms β v • Ad Φ(v) for all v ∈ N pM p (A) and that (Φ(a)ρ(a * )) · Ξ = Ξ for all a ∈ U (A). Define Ω 1 = |Ξ|. So Ω 1 is a positive element of (qN q) * satisfying
Furthermore, we have that
In order to conclude the proof of step 3, we need to modify Ω 1 so that its restriction to Φ(pM p) is given by the trace. We first modify Ω 1 so that this restriction is normal and faithful.
The bidual of the embedding Φ : pM p → qN q is an embedding Φ * * : (pM p) * * → (qN q) * * . Denote by z ∈ Z((pM p) * * ) the support projection of the natural normal * -homomorphism (pM p) * * → pM p given by dualizing the embedding (pM p) * ֒→ (pM p) * . By construction, for every Ω ∈ (pM p) * , the functional Ω(·z) belongs to (pM p) * . Write z 1 = Φ * * (z). Whenever α ∈ Aut(qN q) satisfies α(Φ(pM p)) = Φ(pM p), the bidual automorphism α * * ∈ Aut((qN q) * * ) satisfies α * * (z 1 ) = z 1 . In particular, z 1 commutes with every unitary in qN q that normalizes Φ(pM p). Since Φ(pM p) ⊂ qN q is regular, it follows that z 1 belongs to the center of (qN q) * * . Applying the statement above to the automorphism α = β v •Ad Φ(v) and the unitary Φ(a)ρ(a * ), it follows that the positive functional Ω 2 (·) = Ω 1 ( · z 1 ) still satisfies the properties in (2.2).
By density, we have
2) holds, we have that T commutes with N pM p (A). For every n ≥ 3, we then define the positive functional Ω n on qN q given by
Each Ω n satisfies the properties in (2.2). Choosing Ω to be a weak * -limit point of the sequence Ω n , we have found a positive functional Ω on qN q that satisfies the properties in (2.2) and that moreover satisfies Ω(Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p. Approximating Ω in the weak * topology and taking convex combinations, we find a net of positive ω n ∈ (qN q) * satisfying the conditions in step 3.
Notations and terminology. Choose a standard Hilbert space H for the von Neumann algebra N , which comes with the normal * -homomorphism π l : N → B(H), the normal * -antihomomorphism π r : N → B(H) and the positive cone
Step 4. There exist vectors ξ n ∈ H + satisfying π l (q)ξ n = ξ n = π r (q)ξ n for all n and
Note that π l (q)π r (q)H serves as the standard Hilbert space of qN q. Define ξ n ∈ π l (q))π r (q)H + as the canonical implementation of the normal positive functional ω n ∈ (qN q) * . The properties of ω n in step 3 translate into the above properties for ξ n by the Powers-Størmer inequality.
Notations and terminology. Define the coaction Ψ : N → N ⊗ L(G) given by Ψ = id ⊗ ∆. By [Va00, Definition 3.6 and Theorem 4.4], the coaction Ψ has a canonical implementation on H, given by a nondegenerate * -homomorphism π : C 0 (G) → B(H) satisfying the following natural covariance properties w.r.t. π l , π r and Ψ.
Denote by C * λ (G) ⊂ L(G) and C * ρ (G) ⊂ R(G) the canonical dense C * -subalgebras. We denote by ⊗ min the spatial C * -tensor product and define
g the canonical anti-isomorphism, the covariance properties are then given by
Formulation of the dichotomy. We are in precisely one of the following cases.
• Case 1. For every F ∈ C 0 (G), we have that lim sup n π(F )ξ n = 0.
• Case 2. There exists an F ∈ C 0 (G) with lim sup n π(F )ξ n > 0.
We prove that in case 1, the von Neumann subalgebra N pM p (A) ′′ ⊂ pM p is Φ-amenable and that in case 2, the von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ pM p can be Φ-embedded.
Case 1 -Notations and terminology. Since G has property (S), we have a continuous map
and in this way, Z 0 is an adjointable operator from the C * -algebra C 0 (G) to the Hilbert C * -module
given by the function g → λ g . So, V is just the flip of the unitary
By [BSV02, Section 5], the closed linear span
) and the restriction of Φ to M 0 defines a continuous coaction. In particular, the closed linear span
is a C * -algebra (i.e. the crossed product of M 0 and the coaction Φ of C * λ (G), as first defined in [BS92, Définition 7.1]) and
(2.6) Case 1 -Step 1. We claim that
for all x ∈ M 0 .
Note that (2.3), with h = e, can be rephrased as follows:
, uniformly on compact sets of g ∈ G. This means that for every F ∈ C 0 (G), we have V Using that V 23 and V 13 commute, we similarly find that
By (2.6), it suffices to prove (2.7) for x = (1 ⊗ η * )Φ(y)(1 ⊗ µ) where y ∈ M 0 and where η, µ ∈ C c (G) are viewed as vectors in the Hilbert space L 2 (G). Fix F ∈ C 0 (G) such that η * F = η * and F µ = µ. Using that Φ is a coaction and that ∆(a) = V (1 ⊗ a) V * for all a ∈ L(G), we find that
Twice using that µ = F µ, it then follows from (2.8) that
. We claim that S ⊂ B(H) is a C * -algebra and that
Since ζ l : M 0 → B(H) and π : C 0 (G) → B(H) are covariant w.r.t. the continuous coaction Φ :
, they induce a nondegenerate representation of the full crossed product. Since G is co-amenable, the canonical homomorphism of the full crossed product onto the reduced crossed product is an isomorphism. The reduced crossed product is given by the C * -algebra S l defined in (2.5). So, we find a nondegenerate * -homomorphism
The corresponding crossed product C * -algebra is
Since also ζ r and π are covariant, we similarly find a nondegenerate * -homomorphism
and these are C * -algebras. Moreover, the unitaries W v , v ∈ N pM p (A), commute with ζ l (M ), ζ r (M ) and π(C 0 (G)). So, the space S defined in (2.11) is a C * -algebra and
Also, θ l (S l ) ⊂ S and θ r (S r ) ⊂ S.
Applying to (2.7) the canonical extension of θ l ⊗ id to the multiplier algebra, we find the first half of (2.12). In the same way as we proved (2.7), one proves that
for all x ∈ M 0 . Applying θ r ⊗ id to (2.13), also the second half of (2.12) follows and step 2 is proven.
Case 1 -Notations. Write G = N pM p (A) and consider the * -algebras CG and
Choose a positive functional Ω on B(H) as a weak * limit point of the net of vector functionals T → T ξ n , ξ n . The properties of the net ξ n established in step 4 above then imply that:
(2.14)
Case 1 -Step 3. Writing C = Ω Λ(G) 2 , we claim that
Since we are in case 1, we have that Ω(π(F )) = 0 for all F ∈ C 0 (G). So, Ω(T ) = 0 for all T ∈ S. It then follows from (2.16) that
To conclude step 3, we now have to approximate as follows an arbitrary x ∈ D by elements in
for all x ∈ D and all n .
Denoting by χ 1 : L(G) → L(G) the period 2 anti-automorphism given by χ 1 (λ g ) = λ g −1 , the representation Θ 1 is unitarily conjugate to the representation
for all x ∈ D and all m .
Altogether, we have proved that
for all x ∈ D and all n, m .
for every x ∈ M , it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that for every x ∈ D and every m,
Similarly, we have
for all n, m. Taking first the limit over n and then over m, we find that (2.15) holds and step 3 is proven.
Case 1 -End of the proof. Because of (2.15), we can define a continuous functional
Since
for all x ∈ D, it follows by density that Ω 1 is positive.
Extend Ω 1 to a functional on B(H ⊗ L 2 (G)) without increasing its norm. So Ω 1 remains positive. Write
For every v ∈ G, define
and note that U v is a unitary in B(q 1 (H ⊗ L 2 (G))). By (2.14), these unitaries U v satisfy
By (2.14), we also have that
and
Altogether, we have in particular that Ω 1 is U v -central for every v ∈ G.
Proof in Case 2. After passing to a subnet, we may assume that there is an F ∈ C 0 (G) such that the net π(F )ξ n is convergent to a strictly positive number. Choose a positive functional Ω on B(H) as a weak * limit point of the net of vector functionals T → T ξ n , ξ n . Define the C * -algebra
Denote by Ω 1 the restriction of Ω to S ′′ 1 . By the properties of the net ξ n established in step 4 above, Ω 1 (ζ l (x)) = Tr(pxp) for all x ∈ M and Ω 1 is ζ l (A)-central. Also, the restriction of Ω 1 to S 1 is nonzero. Define δ = Ω 1 | S 1 and put ε = δ(4Λ(G) 3 + 2Λ(G) 2 + 2) −1 . Since the elements π(F ), with F ∈ C c (G) and 0 ≤ F ≤ 1, form an approximate identity for S 1 , we can fix F ∈ C c (G) with 0 ≤ F ≤ 1 and
As above, take a net of completely bounded maps ϕ n : M → M such that ϕ n cb ≤ Λ(G) and
for all x, y ∈ M and T ∈ S ′′ 1 . Using the ζ l (A)-centrality of Ω 1 , we then find, for all a ∈ U (A),
Since ζ l (ϕ m (a * ))π(F )ζ l (ϕ n (a)) belongs to S 1 and has norm at most Λ(G) 2 , we get that
We claim that there exists an ω 0 ∈ A(G) such that the corresponding completely bounded map
Denote by K ⊂ G the (compact) support of F . By [CH88, Proposition 1.1], we can choose ω 0 ∈ A(G) such that ω 0 (g) = 1 for all g ∈ KK −1 and such that the map
So (2.21) holds and (2.20) is proved.
Combining (2.20) and (2.19) and using that
) is an element of S 1 with norm at most 2Λ(G) 3 , we get that
As in (2.18) and using the ζ l (A)-centrality of Ω 1 , we conclude that
for all a ∈ U (A). For every T ∈ S ′′ 1 and x ∈ M , we have
So we find a unique η ∈ L 2 (M p) such that
It then follows that δ/2 ≤ Re ϕ 0 (a)a * , η for all a ∈ U (A) .
as the element of minimal norm in the closed convex hull of {Φ(a)(p ⊗ ξ 1 )a * | a ∈ U (A)}, we conclude that ξ 3 satisfies Φ(a)ξ 3 = ξ 3 a for all a ∈ A and that Re ξ 3 , η ⊗ ξ 2 ≥ δ/2. So, ξ 3 = 0 and we have proven that A can be Φ-embedded.
Uniqueness of Cartan subalgebras; proof of Theorem A
Theorem A is a special case of the following general result. To formulate this result, recall that a nonsingular action G (X, µ) of a lcsc group G on a standard probability space is called amenable in the sense of Zimmer if there exists a G-equivariant conditional expectation
Theorem 3.1. Let G = G 1 × · · · × G n be a direct product of lcsc weakly amenable groups with property (S). Let G (X, µ) be an essentially free nonsingular action. Denote by
If for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and every non-null G-invariant Borel set X 0 ⊂ X, the action
In particular, L ∞ (X) ⋊ G has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy when the groups G i are nonamenable and the action G (X, µ) is either probability measure preserving or irreducible.
Cross section equivalence relations. Theorem 3.1 is proven by using cross section equivalence relations. These were introduced in [Fo74, Co79] and a rather self-contained approach can be found in [KPV13, Section 4.1 and Appendix B].
Let G (X, µ) be a nonsingular action of a lcsc group G on the standard probability space (X, µ). This means that X is a standard Borel space and that G X is a Borel action that leaves the measure µ quasi-invariant in the sense that µ(g · U ) = 0 if and only if µ(U ) = 0, whenever U ⊂ X is Borel and g ∈ G. Assume that this action is essentially free, meaning that almost every point x ∈ X has a trivial stabilizer. Since the set of points x ∈ X having a trivial stabilizer is a Borel subset of X, we may equally well assume that the action is really free.
A cross section for G (X, µ) is a Borel subset X 1 ⊂ X with the following two properties.
• There exists a neighborhood U of e in G such that the map
• The subset G · X 1 ⊂ X is conull.
Note that the first condition implies that the map G × X 1 → X : (g, x) → g · x is countableto-one and thus, maps Borel sets to Borel sets. So, the set G · X 1 appearing in the second condition is Borel.
A partial cross section for G (X, µ) is a Borel subset X 1 ⊂ X satisfying the first condition and satisfying the property that G · X 1 is non-null. Given any partial cross section X 1 , the equivalence relation R on X 1 defined by
is Borel and has countable equivalence classes. Also, X 1 has a canonical measure class, given by a probability measure µ 1 , and this measure µ 1 is quasi-invariant under the equivalence relation R. The cross section equivalence relation R on (X 1 , µ 1 ) is thus a countable nonsingular Borel equivalence relation.
By construction, the von Neumann algebra L(R) is canonically isomorphic with q(L ∞ (X)⋊G)q, for some projection q, see e.g. [KPV13, Lemma 4.5]. In this way, cross sections define the canonical Cartan subalgebra L ∞ (X) ⋊ G.
As will become clear in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is useful to allow µ to be a σ-finite measure and to consider the special case where µ is scaled by the inverse of the modular function of G, meaning that µ(g · U ) = δ(g) −1 µ(U ) for all Borel sets U ⊂ X and all g ∈ G. This covers in particular the case where µ is a G-invariant probability measure and G is unimodular. Fix a right invariant Haar measure λ on G and recall that λ(gU ) = δ(g) −1 λ(U ) for all Borel sets U ⊂ G and g ∈ G.
Let µ be a σ-finite measure on X that is scaled by the inverse of the modular function. Let X 1 ⊂ X be any partial cross section (and note that the definitions above only depend on the measure class of µ so that taking µ to be σ-finite makes no difference). Then there is a unique σ-finite measure µ 1 on X 1 such that the following holds: whenever U is a neighborhood of e in G such that the map Ψ : U ×X 1 → X : (g, x) → g ·x is injective, we have Ψ * (λ| U ×µ 1 ) = µ| U ·X 1 . This measure µ 1 is invariant under the cross section equivalence relation.
In the case where G is unimodular and µ is a G-invariant probability measure, we get that µ 1 is a finite R-invariant measure. It is then more customary to normalize µ 1 , so that µ 1 becomes an R-invariant probability measure on X 1 and
The scaling factor covol(X 1 ) is called the covolume of X 1 . Note that this covolume is proportional to the choice of the Haar measure on G.
The coaction Φ ω associated with a cocycle ω and ω-compactness. Let R be a countable pmp equivalence relation on the standard probability space (X 1 , µ 1 ). Denote by [R] its full group, i.e. the group of all pmp isomorphisms ϕ : X 1 → X 1 with the property that (ϕ(x), x) ∈ R for all x ∈ X 1 . Denote by [[R] ] the full pseudogroup of R, consisting of all partial measure preserving transformations with the property that (ϕ(x), x) ∈ R for all x ∈ dom(ϕ). The tracial von Neumann algebra M = L(R) is generated by the Cartan subalgebra L ∞ (X 1 ) and the unitary elements
Finally, R is equipped with a natural σ-finite measure and L 2 (M ) is naturally identified with L 2 (R).
Let G be a lcsc group and ω : R → G a cocycle, i.e. a Borel map satisfying
where
∈ R and (y, z) ∈ R} is equipped with its natural σ-finite measure. Note that ω(x, x) = e for a.e. x ∈ X.
We say that a von Neumann subalgebra B ⊂ pM p is ω-compact if for every ε > 0, there exists a compact subset K ⊂ G such that
. Given a von Neumann subalgebra B ⊂ M , the same argument as in the proof of [Va10b, Proposition 2.6] implies that the set of projections {p ∈ B ′ ∩ M | p is a projection and Bp is ω-compact } attains its maximum in a unique projection p and that this projection p belongs to N M (B) ′ ∩M .
We associate to ω the coaction
We deduce from Theorem F the following result.
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a countable pmp equivalence relation on the standard probability space (X 1 , µ 1 ). Let G be a weakly amenable locally compact group with property (S) and ω : R → G a cocycle. Write M = L(R) and assume that A ⊂ M is a Φ ω -amenable von Neumann subalgebra with normalizer P = N M (A) ′′ . Denote by p ∈ P ′ ∩ M the unique maximal projection such that Ap is ω-compact. Then,
Proof. By Theorem F, we only have to prove the following statement: if p ∈ A ′ ∩M is a nonzero projection such that Ap can be Φ ω -embedded, then there exists a nonzero projection q ∈ A ′ ∩M such that q ≤ p and Aq is ω-compact. Since Ap can be Φ ω -embedded, there exists a nonzero
Denote by q the smallest projection in M that satisfies ξ = ξ(q ⊗ 1). Then, q ∈ A ′ ∩ M , q ≤ p and q = 0. Viewing ξ as affiliated with the W * -module M ⊗ L 2 (G), we can take the polar decomposition of ξ and find V ∈ M ⊗ L 2 (G) satisfying V * V = q and V a = Φ ω (a)V for all a ∈ Ap.
] for which the set {ω(ϕ(x), x) | x ∈ dom(ϕ)} has compact closure in G. For every ϕ ∈ [R] and every ε > 0, we can choose a Borel set U ⊂ X 1 with µ 1 (X 1 \ U ) < ε such that the restriction of ϕ to U belongs to G. Therefore, the linear span of all
, as well as the operator norm · ∞ . By the Kaplansky density theorem, we can take
3 a for all a ∈ Ap. Since W ∞ ≤ 1 and W * W −q 2 < ε/3, we find that
for all a ∈ Ap.
, we can take a compact subset K ⊂ G such that W * Φ ω (x)W belongs to the range of P ω K for every x ∈ M . It then follows from (3.1) that P ω K (aq) − aq 2 ≤ ε a for all a ∈ Ap. For every element a ∈ Aq, we can choose a 1 ∈ Ap with a 1 = a and a = a 1 q. So we have proved that P ω K (a) − a 2 ≤ ε a for all a ∈ Aq. Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, this means that Aq is ω-compact.
In the formulation of Corollary 3.3 below, we make use of the following notion of an amenable pair of group actions, as introduced in [AD81] . Let G be a lcsc group and let G (Y, η) and G (X, µ) be nonsingular actions. Assume that p : Y → X is a G-equivariant Borel map such that the measures p * (η) and µ are equivalent.
In particular, the action G (X, µ) is amenable in the sense of Zimmer if and only if the pair
Corollary 3.3. Let G be a lcsc group and G (X, µ) an essentially free nonsingular action on the standard σ-finite measure space (X, µ). Assume that the action scales the measure µ by the inverse of the modular function of G. Let (X 1 , µ 1 ) be a partial cross section with µ 1 (X 1 ) < ∞ and denote by R the cross section equivalence relation on (X 1 , µ 1 ), which is a countable equivalence relation with invariant probability measure µ 1 (X 1 ) −1 µ 1 .
Let H be a weakly amenable locally compact group with property (S) and π : G → H a continuous group homomorphism. Denote by ω : R → H the cocycle given by the composition of π and the canonical cocycle
Proof. Write M = L(R). Assume that the Cartan subalgebra A ⊂ M is not ω-compact. By Theorem 3.2, we can take a nonzero central projection p ∈ Z(M ) such that M p is Φ ω -amenable. Write p = 1 X 2 , where X 2 ⊂ X 1 is an R-invariant Borel set. Put X 0 = G·X 2 . Then X 0 is a nonnull G-invariant Borel set. We prove that there exists a G-equivariant conditional expectation
Define the projection q 1 ∈ L ∞ (X) given by q 1 = 1 K·X 1 . In [KPV13, Lemma 4.5], an explicit isomorphism
is constructed. Under this isomorphism, the restriction of Φ π to q 1 N q 1 is unitarily conjugate with id ⊗ Φ ω and the projection q 2 = 1 K·X 2 corresponds to 1 ⊗ p. We thus conclude that there exists a conditional expectation
Since q 0 = 1 X 0 is the central support of q 2 inside N , there also exists a conditional expectation
Since the action G L ∞ (X 0 × H) is implemented by the unitary operators Φ π (u g q 0 ), g ∈ G, it follows that E 0 is G-equivariant. This concludes the proof of the corollary. By [HV12, Theorem 2.3], there exists a net of unitaries a n ∈ U (Az) such that E B (x * a n y) → 0 * -strongly for all x, y ∈ N . for all x ∈ N . We prove that E B (x * a n y) → 0 * -strongly for all x, y ∈ M . (3.4)
Since a n is a net of unitaries in Az, once (3.4) is proved, it follows that the Cartan subalgebras A and B cannot be unitarily conjugate, contradicting the assumptions of the theorem. So once (3.4) is proved, it follows that Az ≺ N z Bz.
Since B is abelian, to prove (3.4), it suffices to prove that lim n E B (x * a n y) 2,Tr = 0 for all x, y ∈ M with Tr(x * x) < ∞ and Tr(y * y) < ∞.
(3.5)
Approximating x, y in · 2,Tr , it suffices to prove (3.5) for all x, y of the form x = x 1 x 0 and y = y 1 y 0 with x 1 , y 1 ∈ N and x 0 , y 0 ∈ B with Tr(x * 0 x 0 ) < ∞ and Tr(y * 0 y 0 ) < ∞. But then,
so that (3.5) follows from (3.3).
Thus, (3.4) is proved. As we already explained, it follows that Az ≺ N z Bz for every nonzero central projection z ∈ Z(N ). We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Take G = G 1 × · · · × G n as in the formulation of the theorem. Let G (X, µ) be an essentially free nonsingular action and assume that the hypotheses of the theorem hold. We have to prove that N = L ∞ (X) ⋊ G has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy. By Lemma 3.4, it is enough to prove that the continuous core c(N ) has a unique Cartan subalgebra up to unitary conjugacy.
The continuous core c(N ) can be realized as a crossed product c(N ) = L ∞ ( X) ⋊ G where G ( X, µ) is the Maharam extension given by
where δ : G → R + * is the modular function of G and D is the Radon-Nikodym cocycle for G (X, µ) determined by
Note that the action G X scales the measure µ with δ −1 .
Let (X 1 , µ 1 ) be a cross section for G ( X, µ). Denote by R 1 the cross section equivalence relation on (X 1 , µ 1 ). To prove that c(N ) has a unique Cartan subalgebra, it suffices to prove that L ∞ (X 1 ) is the unique Cartan subalgebra of L(R 1 ), up to unitary conjugacy. So it suffices to prove that for every non-null Borel set X 2 ⊂ X 1 with µ 1 (X 2 ) < ∞, the restricted equivalence relation R = (R 1 )| X 2 has the property that L ∞ (X 2 ) is the unique Cartan subalgebra of L(R) up to unitary conjugacy. Denote by µ 2 the restriction of µ 1 to X 2 . Then (X 2 , µ 2 ) is a partial cross section for G ( X, µ) and µ 2 (X 2 ) < ∞. Let A ⊂ L(R) be another Cartan subalgebra.
Denote by ω : R → G the canonical cocycle determined by ω(x ′ , x) · x = x ′ for all (x ′ , x) ∈ R.
We claim that A is ω-compact. Denote by π i : G → G i the quotient maps and put ω i = π i • ω.
To prove the claim that A is ω-compact, it suffices to prove that A is ω i -compact for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Fix such an i and assume that A is not ω i -compact.
By Corollary 3.3, we find a non-null G-invariant Borel set X 0 ⊂ X and a G-equivariant
Denote by (β s ) s∈R the action of R on L ∞ ( X) given by s · (g, t) = (g, t + s). Note that this action of R commutes with the above G-action. Write p = 1 X 0 and denote by q the smallest
given by p 0 = p and
Choosing a point-weak * limit point of the sequence
Since R is amenable, we can take a mean over R of β s • E • (β −s ⊗ id), so that we may assume that E is G × R-equivariant.
This precisely means that the action
is amenable in the sense of Zimmer, contrary to our assumptions.
So the claim that A is ω-compact is proved. Take a compact subset K ⊂ G such that P ω K (a) 2 2 ≥ 1/2 for all a ∈ U (A). Since K is compact and ω : R → G is the canonical cocycle, the subset ω −1 (K) ⊂ R is bounded, meaning that ω −1 (K) is the disjoint union of the graphs of finitely many elements ϕ i ∈ [[R]], i = 1, . . . , n, in the full pseudogroup of R. But then, writing B = L ∞ (X 2 ),
for all a ∈ L(R). Since P ω K (a) 2 2 ≥ 1/2 for all a ∈ U (A), it follows that A ≺ L(R) B, so that A and B are unitarily conjugate by [Po01, Theorem A.1].
4 Cocycle and orbit equivalence rigidity; proof of Theorem B
Given an irreducible pmp action of G = G 1 ×G 2 on a standard probability space (X, µ), Monod and Shalom proved in [MS04, Theorem 1.2] a cocycle superrigidity theorem for non-elementary cocycles G × X → H with values in a closed subgroup H < Isom(X) of the isometry group of a "negatively curved" space. It is therefore not surprising that one can also prove a cocycle superrigidity theorem for cocycles with values in a group H satisfying property (S). We do this in Theorem 4.1.
Applying cocycle superrigidity to the cocycles given by a stable orbit equivalence between essentially free, irreducible pmp actions G 1 × G 2 (X, µ) and H 1 × H 2 (Y, η), we obtain the following orbit equivalence strong rigidity theorem (see Theorem 4.2): if G 1 and G 2 are nonamenable, while H 1 and H 2 have property (S), the actions must be conjugate.
Again, such an orbit equivalence strong rigidity theorem should not come as a surprise: in [Sa09, Theorem 40], Sako proved exactly this result when G 1 , G 2 and H 1 , H 2 are countable groups in class S. However, he does not use or prove a cocycle superrigidity theorem.
The main novelty of this section is that our approach is surprisingly simple and short. Given lcsc groups G and H and a nonsingular action G (X, µ), a Borel cocycle ω : G×X → H is a Borel map satisfying
In a measurable context, the slightly more appropriate notion of cocycle is however the following. Denote by M(X, H) the Polish group of Borel functions from X to H, modulo functions equal almost everywhere. The group G acts continuously on M(X, H) by (α g (F ))(x) = F (g −1 · x). Then a cocycle is a continuous map
Every Borel cocycle ω gives rise to the cocycle ω g = ω(g, ·). Conversely, every cocycle can be realized by a Borel cocycle after removing from X a G-invariant Borel set of measure zero, see e.g. [Zi84, Theorem B.9].
The (measurable) cocycles ω and ω ′ are called cohomologous if there exists an element ϕ ∈ M(X, H) such that ω
Borel cocycles ω, ω ′ : G×X → H are called cohomologous if there exists a Borel map ϕ :
Again, if two Borel cocycles are measurably cohomologous, then they also are Borel cohomologous on a conull G-invariant Borel set.
As in [MS04, Theorem 1.2], the following cocycle superrigidity theorem says that every "nonelementary" cocycle for an irreducible action G 1 ×G 2 (X, µ) with values in a group with property (S) is cohomologous to a group homomorphism. In our context, being "non-elementary" is expressed by a non relative amenability property introduced in [AD81] (see the discussion preceding Corollary 3.3).
Theorem 4.1. Let G 1 , G 2 and H be lcsc groups and G 1 × G 2 (X, µ) a pmp action with G 2 acting ergodically. Assume that H has property (S). Let ω : G 1 × G 2 × X → H be a cocycle. Then at least one of the following statements holds.
1. There exist closed subgroups K < H < H such that K is compact and K < H is normal, and there exists a continuous group homomorphism δ : G 1 → H/K with dense image such that ω is cohomologous to a cocycle ω 0 satisfying ω 0 (g 1 g 2 , x) ∈ δ(g 1 )K for all g i ∈ G i and a.e. x ∈ X.
2. With respect to the action G 1 X × H given by g 1 ·(x, h) = (g 1 ·x, ω(g 1 , x) h) and the factor map (x, h) → x, there exists a
Proof. Throughout the proof, we write G = G 1 ×G 2 and we view G 1 and G 2 as closed subgroups of G. We fix a left invariant Haar measure λ on H. We denote by h · ξ the left translation action of H on L 2 (H).
Formulation of the dichotomy. We are in precisely one of the following situations.
1. There exists no sequence g n ∈ G 2 such that ω(g n , ·) → ∞ in measure. More precisely, there exists a compact subset L ⊂ H and an ε > 0 such that for all g ∈ G 2 the set {x ∈ X | ω(g, x) ∈ L} has measure at least ε.
2. There exists a sequence g n ∈ G 2 such that ω(g n , ·) → ∞ in measure.
Case 1. Fix such a compact set L ⊂ H and ε > 0. Define the unitary representation
Given a Borel set A ⊂ H of finite measure, denote by 1 A ∈ L 2 (H) the function equal to 1 on A and equal to 0 elsewhere. By our choice of L and ε, we find that
Taking the unique vector of minimal norm in the closed convex hull of {π(g)(1⊗1 LL 0 ) | g ∈ G 2 }, it follows that π admits a nonzero G 2 -invariant vector. We thus find a Borel map ξ : X → L 2 (H) such that ξ(g 2 · x) = ω(g 2 , x) · ξ(x) for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X, and such that ξ is not zero a.e. Since x → ξ(x) 2 is essentially G 2 -invariant and the action G 2 (X, µ) is ergodic, we may assume that ξ(x) 2 = 1 for a.e. x ∈ X.
Denote by T ⊂ L 2 (H) the unit sphere, defined as T = {ξ 0 ∈ L 2 (H) | ξ 0 2 = 1}. The left translation action H T has closed orbits and thus H\T is a well defined Polish space. Since the map x → H · ξ(x) from X to H\T is G 2 -invariant, it is constant a.e. So we find a unit vector ξ 0 ∈ L 2 (H) and a Borel map ϕ : X → H such that ξ(x) = ϕ(x) · ξ 0 for a.e. x ∈ X. Replacing ω by the cohomologous cocycle given by
we find that ω(g 2 , x) · ξ 0 = ξ 0 for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X.
Define the closed subgroup K < H given by
Then, K is compact and ω(g 2 , x) ∈ K for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X. By Zimmer's theory for compact group valued cocycles (see [Zi75, Section 3]), we may further assume that the restricted cocycle
is minimal, in the sense that the associated action G 2 X × K given by
is ergodic.
Whenever g 1 ∈ G 1 and g 2 ∈ G 2 , we have for a.e.
Fix g 1 ∈ G 1 . It follows from (4.1) that for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X, ω(g 1 , g 2 · x) ∈ K · ω(g 1 , x) · K. Therefore, the map
is G 2 -invariant and thus constant a.e. We then find s ∈ H and Borel maps ϕ, ψ : X → K such that (g 1 still being fixed) we have ω(g 1 , x) = ϕ(x) s ψ(x) for a.e. x ∈ X.
Then (4.1) becomes
for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X. So, the cocycle
is cohomologous to ω 2 (as cocycles for G 2 X with values in the compact group K) and takes values in K ∩ s −1 Ks. The minimality of ω 2 then implies that K ∩ s −1 Ks = K. Making a similar reasoning for the cocycle (g 2 , x) → ω(g 2 , g 1 · x), which by construction is isomorphic with ω 2 and thus minimal as well, we also find that K ∩ sKs −1 = K. Defining the closed subgroup H ′ < H given by H ′ := {s ∈ H | sKs −1 = K} , we find that s ∈ H ′ . By construction, K < H ′ is normal. We have proved that for every g 1 ∈ G 1 , there exists an s ∈ H ′ such that ω(g 1 , x) ∈ sK for a.e. x ∈ X. We already had ω(g 2 , x) ∈ K for all g 2 ∈ G 2 and a.e. x ∈ X. So we find a Borel and thus continuous homomorphism δ :
and a.e. x ∈ X. Defining H < H ′ as the inverse image of the closure of δ(G 1 ), the first statement in the theorem holds.
Case 2. Fix a sequence g n ∈ G 2 such that ω(g n , ·) → ∞ in measure. Fix a map η : H → S(H) as given by property (S). Define the sequence of Borel maps
By (4.1), we have for all
Fix g ∈ G 1 and fix ε > 0. Take a compact subset L ⊂ H such that ω(g, x) ∈ L for all x in a set of measure at least 1 − ε. Then take a compact subset L 1 ⊂ H such that
for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ L and all h ∈ H \ L 1 . Finally take n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , we have that ω(g n , x) −1 ∈ H \ L 1 for all x in a set of measure at least 1 − ε.
So, for our fixed g ∈ G 1 and for all n ≥ n 0 , there exists a Borel set X n ⊂ X of measure at least 1 − 3ε such that
for all x ∈ X n . Applying η to (4.2), we conclude that for our fixed g ∈ G 1 and all n ≥ n 0 , we have
for all x ∈ X n . Since µ(X n ) ≥ 1 − 3ε, we have proved that for every g ∈ G 1 , the sequence of functions
converges to zero in measure.
View S(H) ⊂ L 1 (H) and define the normal conditional expectations
Choose a point-weak * limit point P :
Since the sequence in (4.3) converges to zero in measure, P is a G 1 -equivariant conditional expectation. So the second statement in the theorem holds.
The cocycle superrigidity theorem 4.1 implies the following orbit equivalence strong rigidity theorem. As mentioned above, for countable groups, the same result was obtained in [Sa09, Theorem 40]. Combining Theorem A and Theorem 4.2, it follows that Theorem B holds.
Let G (X, µ) and H (Y, η) be essentially free, nonsingular actions of the lcsc groups G, H. We say that these actions are stably orbit equivalent if they admit cross sections such that the associated cross section equivalence relations are isomorphic.
Theorem 4.2. Let G = G 1 × G 2 and H = H 1 × H 2 be unimodular lcsc groups without nontrivial compact normal subgroups. Assume that G (X, µ) and H (Y, η) are essentially free, irreducible pmp actions. Assume that G 1 , G 2 are nonamenable and that H 1 , H 2 have property (S).
If the actions are stable orbit equivalent, they must be conjugate.
More precisely, if (X 1 , µ 1 ) and (Y 1 , η 1 ) are cross sections, with cross section equivalence relations R and S, and if π : X 1 → Y 1 is a nonsingular isomorphism between the equivalence relations R and S, there exist conull R-invariant (resp. S-invariant) Borel sets X 2 ⊂ X 1 and Y 2 ⊂ Y 1 , a Borel bijection ∆ : G · X 2 → H · Y 2 and a continuous group isomorphism δ : G → H such that
• δ is either of the form δ 1 × δ 2 where δ i : G i → H i are isomorphisms, or of the form (g 1 , g 2 ) → (δ 2 (g 2 ), δ 1 (g 1 )) where δ 1 : G 1 → H 2 and δ 2 : G 2 → H 1 are isomorphisms,
• normalizing the Haar measures λ G and λ H such that δ * (λ G ) = λ H , we have covol(X 1 ) = covol(Y 1 ).
Proof. Replacing X and Y by a conull G-invariant, resp. H-invariant, Borel set, we may assume that the Borel actions G X and H Y are free.
Recall that µ 1 is the natural R-invariant probability measure on X 1 and that η 1 is the natural S-invariant probability measure on Y 1 . Normalize the Haar measures λ G and λ H such that covol(X 1 ) = 1 = covol(Y 1 ). Take compact neighborhoods U of e in G and V of e in H such that the maps
are injective. By the definition of a cross section and its covolume (see page 14), these maps satisfy
Replacing X 1 and Y 1 by conull Borel subsets that are invariant under the cross section equivalence relations, we may assume that π : X 1 → Y 1 is a Borel isomorphism between R and S.
Since π * (µ 1 ) is an S-invariant probability measure on Y 1 in the same measure class as η 1 , we have π * (µ 1 ) = η 1 . Since G · X 1 and H · Y 1 are conull and Borel, we may assume that
We start by translating the stable orbit equivalence π into a measure equivalence between G and H. This is quite standard: the discrete group case can be found in [Fu98, Section 3], but the locally compact case needs a little bit of care.
Choose a Borel map p :
and ρ(H · y) ∈ G · ρ(y) for all x ∈ X and all y ∈ Y . Since the actions G X and H Y are free, we have unique Borel cocycles
Since ρ(ρ(x)) ∈ G · x and ρ( ρ(y)) ∈ H · y for all x ∈ X and all y ∈ Y , we also have unique Borel maps ϕ :
Define the measure preserving Borel actions
It is straightforward to check that
is a G × H-equivariant Borel map and that θ is a bijection with inverse
Using the maps Ψ and Φ given by (4.4), one checks that
Since Ψ, Φ and π are measure preserving, it follows that the restriction of θ to U · X 1 × V −1 is measure preserving. Since the actions of G × H on X × H and Y × G are measure preserving and since the map θ is G×H-equivariant, it follows that the entire map θ is measure preserving.
The main part of the proof consists in using Theorem 4.1 to show that the cocycle ω is cohomologous to an isomorphism of groups δ :
Claim. W.r.t. the actions
, there is at most one i ∈ {1, 2} for which there exists a
To prove this claim, assume that such a conditional expectation exists for both i = 1, 2. Then there also exists a
Composing with the G-invariant probability measure µ on X, we find a
This implies that G 1 is amenable, contrary to our assumptions. So, the claim is proved.
Assume that there is no
We prove that the conclusions of the theorem hold with the group isomorphism δ : G → H being of the form δ 1 × δ 2 . In the case where there is no
, we exchange the roles of H 1 and H 2 and obtain again that the conclusions of the theorem hold with δ being of the form (g 1 , g 2 ) → (δ 2 (g 2 ), δ 1 (g 1 )).
Applying Theorem 4.1 to the cocycle ω 1 , we find a compact subgroup K 1 < H 1 , a closed subgroup H 1 < H 1 with K 1 being a normal subgroup of H 1 , and a continuous group homomorphism δ : G 1 → H 1 /K 1 with dense image such that ω 1 is cohomologous (as a measurable cocycle) with a cocycle ω 1 :
In particular, there is an isomorphism between the actions of G on L ∞ (X × H 1 ) induced by ω 1 and ω 1 . Using a K 1 -invariant state on L ∞ (H 1 ), it follows that there is a G 2 -equivariant conditional expectation L ∞ (X × H 1 ) → L ∞ (X). Applying the claim above to G 2 instead of G 1 , it follows that there is no G 2 -equivariant conditional expectation L ∞ (X × H 2 ) → L ∞ (X) w.r.t. the action induced by ω 2 .
We can again apply Theorem 4.1 and altogether, we find compact subgroups K i < H i , closed subgroups H i < H i with K i being a normal subgroup of H i , and continuous group homomorphisms δ i : G i → H i /K i with dense image such that, writing δ = δ 1 × δ 2 , K = K 1 × K 2 , H = H 1 × H 2 , the cocycle ω is cohomologous (as a measurable cocycle) with a cocycle ω :
Since the actions of G × H on L ∞ (X × H) induced by ω and ω are isomorphic, we find an
are H 2 -invariant, the irreducibility of the action H (Y, η) implies that H 1 = H 1 . We similarly find that H 2 = H 2 . Since we assumed that the groups H i have no nontrivial compact normal subgroups, we also conclude that K is trivial.
We have proved that ω is cohomologous, as a measurable cocycle, with the continuous group homomorphism δ : G → H having dense image. We now prove that δ is bijective. Consider the unitary representation Π of G on L 2 (X × H) given by (Π(g)ξ)(x, h) = ξ(g −1 · x, δ(g) −1 h). Combining the map θ and the fact that the cocycle ω is cohomologous with δ, the representation Π is unitarily conjugate to the representation of G on L 2 (Y ×G) given by (g·ξ)(y, g ′ ) = ξ(y, g ′ g). Therefore, Π is a multiple of the regular representation. In particular, Π has C 0 -coefficients. So,
is a C 0 -function on G for all compact subsets D, E ⊂ H. It follows that Ker δ is a compact subgroup of G and that δ is proper in the sense that δ(g n ) → ∞ whenever g n → ∞. By assumption, G has no nontrivial compact normal subgroups. So, Ker δ = {e} and δ is injective. Since δ is proper, the image of δ is closed. Since δ has dense image, we conclude that δ is surjective. So we have proved that δ is bijective.
Since the Borel cocycles ω and δ are cohomologous as measurable cocycles, they are also cohomologous as Borel cocycles on a conull G-invariant Borel set X 0 ⊂ X. Since θ(X 0 × H) is a conull G × H-invariant Borel subset of Y × G, it must be of the form Y 0 × H. So we can restrict everything to X 0 and Y 0 , and assume that X 0 = X and Y 0 = Y . Choose a Borel map γ : X → H such that ω(g, x) = γ(g · x) δ(g) γ(x) −1 for all g ∈ G, x ∈ X. Define the measure preserving Borel bijections θ 1 , θ 2 : X × H → X × H given by
Still using the action of G × H on Y × G defined in (4.5), we get that θ is G × H-equivariant. Define the Borel functions ∆ : X → Y and γ : X → G such that θ(x, e) = (∆(x), γ(x)) for all x ∈ X. Then,
for all x ∈ X and h ∈ H. Since θ is bijective and δ is bijective, also ∆ :
Since θ is measure preserving and δ is measure scaling, by (4.6), ∆ must be measure scaling.
Since both µ and η are probability measures, it follows that ∆ is measure preserving and thus also that δ is measure preserving. By construction, ∆(x) ∈ H · ρ(x) for all x ∈ X and thus ∆(x) ∈ H · π(x) for all x ∈ X 1 . This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 4.3. Assume that we are in the situation of Theorem B. Given the more precise description in Theorem 4.2 of the conjugacy between the actions G (X, µ), H (Y, η) and its relation to the initial stable orbit equivalence, it follows that up to unitary conjugacy, any
where ∆ : X → Y is a pmp isomorphism, δ : G → H is a group isomorphism, ∆(g · x) = δ(g)·∆(x) for all g ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X, and Ω g ∈ U (L ∞ (X)) is a scalar cocycle, i.e. Ω g = Ω(g, ·)
where Ω :
for all g, h ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X.
Proof of Theorem G
Roughly speaking, Theorem G follows by appropriately combining the proof of [BHV15, Proposition 3.6] with the setup and methods in the proof of Theorem F in Section 2.
We start by making a first simplification. We replace M by B(ℓ 2 (N)) ⊗ B(ℓ 2 (N)) ⊗ M and define the projection e = 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ p in M . We then replace A by ℓ ∞ (N) ⊗ B(ℓ 2 (N)) ⊗ A and view it as a von Neumann subalgebra of eM e. We finally replace p by the finite trace projection e 00 ⊗ e 00 ⊗ p and the coaction Φ by id ⊗ Φ. We are now in the following situation: M is a von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal semifinite trace Tr, e ∈ M is a projection, A ⊂ eM e is a von Neumann subalgebra with Tr | A being semifinite and p ∈ A is a projection of finite trace. Moreover, by [BHV15, Lemma 3.5], for every x ∈ N s pM p (pAp), there exist u ∈ N eM e (A) and a, b ∈ pAp such that ua = x = bu. In particular, N s pM p (pAp) ′′ = pN eM e (A) ′′ p. Also, for every partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) with v * v = s and vv * = t, there exists a u ∈ N eM e (A) such that us = v = tu.
Assuming that pAp is Φ-amenable, we have to prove that pAp can be Φ-embedded or that N s pM p (pAp) ′′ = pN eM e (A) ′′ p is Φ-amenable. Write q = Φ(p) and f = Φ(e).
Step 1. If u ∈ N eM e (A), then p(A ∪ {u}) ′′ p is still Φ-amenable.
Since pAp is Φ-amenable, there exists a positive functional Ω on q(M ⊗ B(L 2 (G)))q that is Φ(pAp)-central and that satisfies Ω(Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p. Denote by E : eM e → A the unique Tr-preserving normal conditional expectation. The functional Ω gives a conditional expectation
Denoting by E 0 : B(ℓ 2 (N)) → ℓ ∞ (N) the normal conditional expectation, taking E 0 ⊗ id ⊗ P , we can extend P to a conditional expectation
For every n ≥ 1, define
Note that every P n is a conditional expectation satisfying P n (Φ(x)) = Φ(E(x)) for all x ∈ eM e. Define
as a point-weak * limit point of the sequence (P n ) n≥1 . Then P 0 is a conditional expectation satisfying P 0 (Φ(x)) = Φ(E(x)) for all x ∈ eM e and
Define the positive functional Ω 0 on q(M ⊗ B(L 2 (G)))q given by Ω 0 (T ) = Tr(Φ −1 (P 0 (T ))), which is well defined because P 0 (T ) ∈ Φ(pAp). By construction, Ω 0 is Φ(pAp)-central and Ω 0 (Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p.
Let k ∈ Z and a ∈ A. Put x 0 = pu k ap. Note that x 0 = u k bp where b ∈ A is defined as
Since Ω 0 (Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p and since the linear span of {pu k ap | k ∈ Z, a ∈ A} is strongly dense in p(A ∪ {u}) ′′ p, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that Ω 0 is p(A ∪ {u}) ′′ pcentral. This concludes the proof of step 1.
Notations. Since G has CMAP, we can fix a net η n ∈ A(G) such that the normal completely bounded maps m n :
also ϕ n cb ≤ 1 for all n and ϕ n (x) → x strongly for all x ∈ M . Finally, we denote ψ n :
Whenever Q ⊂ eM e is a von Neumann subalgebra, we denote by N Q the von Neumann subalgebra of B(L 2 (M e)) ⊗ L(G) generated by Φ(M ) and ρ(Q), where ρ(a) is given by right multiplication with a ∈ Q. We write N = N A .
For every partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) with s = v * v and t = vv * , denote by
Define q 1 = Φ(p)ρ(p). We still denote by β v the normal, completely contractive map
Step 2. Let Q ⊂ eM e be a von Neumann subalgebra such that A ⊂ Q and such that pQp is Φ-amenable. Then there exists a net of functionals µ Q n ∈ (q 1 N Q q 1 ) * with the following properties.
1. µ Q n (Φ(x)ρ(a)) = Tr(ψ n (x)a) for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ pQp.
To prove step 2, in the same way as in step 1 of the proof of Theorem F, using the Φ-amenability of pQp, we find normal completely contractive maps θ n :
for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ pQp. Composing with the vector functional T → T p, p , which has norm Tr(p), the proof of step 1 is complete.
Step 3. The positive functionals ω n = |µ A n | in (q 1 N q 1 ) * satisfy 1. lim n ω n (Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p, 2. lim n ω n (Φ(a)ρ(a * )) = Tr(p) for all a ∈ U (pAp), 3. for every partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp), we have that lim n ω n • β v * − ω n • Ad Φ(v) = 0. Note that, as defined above, the functional ω n •β v * on q 1 N q 1 is given by (ω n •β v * )(Φ(x)ρ(a)) = ω n (Φ(x)ρ(v * av)) for all x ∈ pM p and a ∈ pAp, while the functional
To prove step 3, let Q ⊂ eM e be a von Neumann subalgebra such that A ⊂ Q and such that pQp is Φ-amenable. Define µ Q n as in step 2 and denote ω Q n = |µ Q n |. Since µ Q n ≤ Tr(p) for all n and lim n µ Q n (q 1 ) = Tr(p), we find that lim n µ Q n − ω Q n = 0. Whenever a ∈ U (pQp), we get that lim n µ Q n (Φ(a)ρ(a * )) = Tr(p) and thus also, lim n ω Q n (Φ(a)ρ(a * )) = Tr(p). So the first two properties in step 3 are already proven. It also follows that
for all a ∈ U (pQp) and thus,
for all a ∈ pQp.
To prove the third property in step 3, fix a partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) and write s = v * v. Take u ∈ N eM e (A) such that v = us. Define Q = (A ∪ {u}) ′′ . By step 1 of the proof, pQp is Φ-amenable. By construction v ∈ pQp. By (5.1),
Restricting these positive functionals to q 1 N q 1 , we find the third property in step 3.
Notations. Choose a standard Hilbert space H for the von Neumann algebra N , which comes with the normal * -homomorphism π l : N → B(H), the normal * -antihomomorphism π r : N → B(H) and the positive cone H + ⊂ H. For every u ∈ N eM e (A), define the automorphism β u of N implemented by right multiplication with u * on L 2 (M e) ⊗ L 2 (G) and denote by W u ∈ U (H) its canonical implementation.
Denote by E Z : pAp → Z(A)p the unique trace preserving conditional expectation (i.e. the center valued trace of pAp). For every projection s ∈ pAp, denote by z s ∈ Z(A)p its central support, which equals the support projection of E Z (s). Denote by P 0 ⊂ P(pAp) the set of projections s ∈ pAp for which there exists a δ > 0 such that E Z (s) ≥ δz s . We then denote D s = (E Z (s)) 1/2 and we denote by D −1 s the (bounded) inverse of D s in Z(A)z s . As in [BHV15, Section 3] and using [BHV15, Lemma 3.9], we can choose a sequence a i ∈ pAp such that
We make once and for all a choice of a i for each s ∈ P 0 . We also define
Note that the series defining T (s) is strongly convergent, so that T (s) is a well defined element of q 1 N q 1 .
For every partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) with s = v * v and t = vv * , we denote by W v : π l (ρ(s))π r (ρ(s))H → π l (ρ(t))π r (ρ(t))H the canonical unitary implementation of the * -isomorphism β v : ρ(s)N ρ(s) → ρ(t)N ρ(t).
Step 4. The canonical implementation ξ n ∈ π l (q 1 )π r (q 1 )H of ω n satisfies the following properties.
1. lim n π l (Φ(x))ξ n , ξ n = Tr(pxp) = lim n π r (Φ(x))ξ n , ξ n for all x ∈ M , 2. lim n π l (Φ(a))ξ n − π r (ρ(a))ξ n = 0 for all a ∈ U (pAp), 3. Whenever v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) is a partial isometry such that s = v * v and t = vv * belong to P 0 , we have lim
The first two properties follow immediately from the first two properties of ω n in step 3. To also deduce the third property from step 3, one can literally apply the proof of [BHV15, Proposition 3.6].
Notations and formulation of the dichotomy. As in the proof of Theorem F, the coaction Ψ : N → N ⊗ L(G) given by Ψ = id ⊗ ∆ has a canonical implementation on the standard Hilbert space H given by a nondegenerate * -homomorphism π : C 0 (G) → B(H). We again distinguish two cases.
We prove that in case 1, the von Neumann subalgebra N s pM p (pAp) ′′ ⊂ pM p is Φ-amenable and that in case 2, the von Neumann subalgebra pAp ⊂ pM p can be Φ-embedded.
The proof in case 2 is identical to the proof of case 2 in Theorem F, because that part of the proof only relies on the first two properties of the net ξ n in step 4. So from now on, assume that we are in case 1. Choose a positive functional Ω on B(H) as a weak * limit point of the net of vector functionals T → T ξ n , ξ n .
Denote G = N eM e (A). The group G acts on N by the automorphisms β u , u ∈ G. We also consider the diagonal action of G on N ⊗ alg N op and denote by D the algebraic crossed product D = (N ⊗ alg N op ) ⋊ alg G. As a vector space, D = N ⊗ alg N op ⊗ alg CG and the product and * -operation on D are given by
We define the * -representations
Define the * -subalgebras N i of N given by 
Each N i is globally invariant under the automorphisms β u , u ∈ G, and so we have the * -
Denote C = Tr(p) = Ω . We claim that
To prove (5.3), first note that in exactly the same way as we proved (2.15), we get that (5.3) holds for all x ∈ D 1 and thus also for all x ∈ D 2 by norm continuity.
Whenever x i ∈ M and a i ∈ A are sequences as in the definition of N 3 and x = i Φ(x i )ρ(a i ), we can choose a sequence of projections p n ∈ pM p such that p n → p strongly and such that for each fixed n, the series p n i x i x * i p n is norm convergent. This means that for each n, we have that Φ(p n )x ∈ N 2 . Fix x ∈ D 3 . Since the automorphisms β u act as the identity on Φ(M ), it follows that we can find a sequence of projections p n ∈ pM p such that p n → p strongly and such that
for all n.
Since Ω(π l (Φ(x))) = Tr(pxp) for all x ∈ M , we get that
A similar result holds for π r and thus,
This implies that Ω(Θ(x)) = lim n Ω(Θ(x n )). Since x n ∈ D 2 , we know that
for all n. So, (5.3) follows.
By (5.3), we can define the continuous functional Ω 1 on the C * -algebra [Θ 1 (D 3 )] satisfying Ω 1 (Θ 1 (x)) = Ω(Θ(x)) for all x ∈ D 3 . It follows that Ω 1 (Θ 1 (x) * Θ 1 (x)) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ D 3 and thus, Ω 1 is positive.
Extend Ω 1 to a bounded functional on B(H ⊗ L 2 (G)) without increasing its norm. In particular, Ω 1 remains a positive functional.
Let v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) be a partial isometry such that s = v * v and t = vv * belong to P 0 . Using the same notation as in step 4, we define the operator Y (v) ∈ B(H) given by
and note that Θ(y(v)) = Y (v) and Θ 1 (y(v)) = Y (v) ⊗ 1.
For every T ∈ B(H), write T Ω = Ω(T * T ). Similarly define
. Applying (5.2) for v and v * , and using that Y (v * ) = Y (v) * , we find that
, it follows from (5.4) that Ω 2 (Φ(v)T ) = Ω 2 (T Φ(v)) for every partial isometry v ∈ N s pM p (pAp) with v * v and vv * belonging to P 0 . We also have that Ω 2 (Φ(x)) = Tr(x) for all x ∈ pM p. Since the linear span of all such partial isometries v is · 2 -dense in P = N s pM p (pAp) ′′ , it follows that Ω 2 is Φ(P )-central. So we have proved that P is Φ-amenable. This concludes the proof of Theorem G.
Stable strong solidity; proof of Theorem C
The following is an immediate consequence of Ozawa's solidity theorem [Oz03] .
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a locally compact group with property (S). Assume that C * r (G) is an exact C * -algebra. Then M = L(G) is solid in the sense that for every diffuse von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ M that is the range of a normal conditional expectation, A ′ ∩ M is injective.
Proof. By the type III version of Ozawa's theorem [Oz03] , as proved in [VV05, Theorem 2.5], it suffices to prove the Akemann-Ostrand property, meaning that the * -homomorphism
is continuous on the spatial tensor product C * r (G) ⊗ min C * r (G). As in the proof of (2.7), property (S) gives rise to an isometry Z 0 that is an adjointable operator from C 0 (G) to C 0 (G) ⊗ min L 2 (G) with the property that
is unitarily conjugate to the representation
, the Akemann-Ostrand property indeed holds.
For the proof of Theorem C, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let M be a diffuse σ-finite von Neumann algebra and p n ∈ M a sequence of projections such that p n → 1 strongly. Then M is stably strongly solid if and only if p n M p n is stably strongly solid for every n.
Proof. Write H = ℓ 2 (N) and denote by z n ∈ Z(M ) the central support of p n . Since M is σ-finite, we have B(H) ⊗ p n M p n ∼ = B(H) ⊗ M z n . By [BHV15, Corollary 5.2], we get that p n M p n is stably strongly solid if and only if M z n is stably strongly solid. Since every diffuse von Neumann algebra admits a diffuse amenable (even abelian) von Neumann subalgebra with expectation, it is easy to check that M is stably strongly solid if and only if M z n is stably strongly solid for each n.
Proof of Theorem C. First assume that G is unimodular. Fix a Haar measure on G and denote by Tr the associated faithful normal semifinite trace on M = L(G). Fix a projection p ∈ L(G) with Tr(p) < ∞. Assume that G is weakly amenable and has property (S). We have to prove that pM p is strongly solid. So fix a diffuse amenable von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ pM p. We have to prove that N pM p (A) ′′ is amenable.
View ∆ as a coaction on M , so that we can apply Theorem F. Since A is amenable, we certainly have that A is ∆-amenable. We next prove that A cannot be ∆-embedded.
Fix a net a n ∈ U (A) such that a n → 0 weakly. For every ξ, η ∈ L 2 (G), denote by ω ξ,η ∈ L(G) * the vector functional given by ω ξ,η (λ g ) = λ g ξ, η . Also denote by m ξ,η : L(G) → L(G) : m ξ,η = (id ⊗ ω ξ,η ) • ∆ the associated normal completely bounded map. We claim that m ξ,η (a n ) → 0 strongly, for all ξ, η ∈ L 2 (G). (6.1) Fix ξ, η ∈ L 2 (G) and fix µ ∈ L 2 (G). To prove (6.1), we must prove that m ξ,η (a
For every a ∈ L(G), we have
Since the operator (η * ⊗ 1)V (1 ⊗ µ 0 ) belongs to K(L 2 (G)), this last statement indeed holds and the claim in (6.1) is proved.
So, (6.1) implies that
So there is no nonzero vector ξ ∈ L 2 (M p) ⊗ L 2 (G) satisfying ∆(a)ξ = ξa for all a ∈ A, meaning that A cannot be ∆-embedded.
Write P = N pM p (A) ′′ . By Theorem F, P is ∆-amenable. Since the P -M -bimodule
is contained in a multiple of the coarse P -M -bimodule, it follows that P is amenable. So we have proved that pM p is strongly solid.
Next assume that G is a locally compact second countable group with CMAP and property (S) such that the kernel G 0 of the modular function δ : G → R + is an open subgroup of G. Fix a left Haar measure on G and denote by ϕ the associated faithful normal semifinite weight on M = L(G). Denote by σ ϕ its modular automorphism group, given by
So, L(G 0 ) lies in the centralizer L(G) ϕ and since G 0 ⊂ G is an open subgroup, the restriction of ϕ to L(G 0 ) is semifinite. By Lemma 6.2, it is sufficient to prove that pL(G)p is stably strongly solid for each nonzero projection p ∈ L(G 0 ) with ϕ(p) < ∞. Fix such a projection p and let A ⊂ pM p be a diffuse amenable von Neumann subalgebra with expectation. Write P = N s pM p (A) ′′ . We have to prove that P is amenable. Denote H = ℓ 2 (N) and define M 1 = B(H) ⊗ M . Write A 0 = B(H) ⊗ A and p 1 = 1 ⊗ p. By [BHV15, Lemma 3.4], we have to prove that N p 1 M 1 p 1 (A 0 ) ′′ is amenable. Since G has CMAP, certainly G is exact (see e.g. [BCL16, Corollary E]) and Proposition 6.1 implies that A ′ ∩ pM p is amenable. So,
′′ and since this is an inclusion with expectation, it suffices to show that
Let e ∈ B(H) be a minimal projection and choose a faithful normal state η on B(H) such that e belongs to the centralizer of η. Also choose a faithful normal state ψ on pM p such that σ ψ t (A) = A for all t ∈ R. Note that η ⊗ ψ is a faithful normal state on p 1 M 1 p 1 . Then A 1 and P 1 are globally invariant under σ η⊗ψ and we obtain the canonical inclusions of continuous cores
, it follows from [BHV15, Lemma 4.1] that c η⊗ψ (P 1 ) is contained in the normalizer of c η⊗ψ (A 1 ). By Takesaki's duality theorem [Ta03, Theorem X.2.3], P 1 is amenable if and only if its continuous core is amenable. So, it suffices to prove that the normalizer of c η⊗ψ (A 1 ) is amenable. Now we can cut down again with the projection e ⊗ 1 and conclude that it is sufficient to prove the following result: for any diffuse amenable B ⊂ pM p with expectation and for every faithful normal state ψ on pM p with σ ψ t (B) = B for all t ∈ R, the canonical subalgebra c ψ (B) of c ψ (pM p) has an amenable stable normalizer.
Whenever p ′ ∈ M ϕ is a projection with p ′ ≥ p and ϕ(p ′ ) < ∞, we can realize the continuous core of
be the canonical trace preserving isomorphism. Let p n ∈ L ψ (R) be a sequence of projections having finite trace and converging to 1 strongly. Since B is diffuse and using Popa's intertwining-by-bimodules [Po03, Section 2], it follows from [HU15, Lemma 2.5] that
for all n and all projections p ′ ∈ M ϕ with p ′ ≥ p and ϕ(p ′ ) < ∞. Denote by P the set of these projections p ′ and define the * -algebra
There is a unique linear map E : M 0 → L ϕ (R) such that for every p ′ ∈ P, the restriction of E to π ϕ (p ′ )Mπ ϕ (p ′ ) is normal and given by E(π ϕ (x)λ ϕ (t)) = ϕ(x)λ ϕ (t) for all x ∈ p ′ M p ′ and t ∈ R. Note that this restriction of E can be viewed as ϕ(p ′ ) times the unique trace preserving conditional expectation of
Combining (6.2) and [HI15, Theorem 4.3], in order to prove that c ψ (B) has an amenable stable normalizer inside c ψ (pM p), it is sufficient to prove the following statement: whenever q ∈ π ϕ (p)Mπ ϕ (p) is a projection of finite trace and A ⊂ qMq is a von Neumann subalgebra that admits a net of unitaries a n ∈ U (A) satisfying E(x * a n y) → 0 strongly, for all x, y ∈ M 0 , (6.3) then the stable normalizer of A inside qMq is amenable. Fix such a von Neumann subalgebra A ⊂ qMq and fix a net of unitaries a n ∈ U (A) satisfying (6.3).
• ∆ for all t ∈ R, there is a well defined coaction given by
for all x ∈ M , t ∈ R.
and thus weakly contained in the coarse M-bimodule. Using Theorem G, it only remains to prove that (6.3) implies that A cannot be Φ-embedded.
We deduce that A cannot be Φ-embedded from the following approximation result: for all a ∈ C * r (G 0 ), ω ∈ L(G) + * and ε > 0, there exist n ∈ N, elements a j , x j ∈ L(G) and scalars δ j > 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all t ∈ R, and such that the map
is normal and completely bounded, and satisfies
So we can approximate aF by a finite rank operator T of the form
where ξ j , µ j ∈ C c (G) and δξ j = δ j ξ j , δµ j = δ j µ j , and such that T ≤ aF ≤ a and
we get that m − m 1 cb < ε.
we get that
Both m and m 1 commute with the modular automorphism group σ ϕ and thus canonically extend to M = c ϕ (M ) by acting as the identity on L ϕ (R). The canonical extension of m equals
while the canonical extension of m 1 equals the map Ψ given by (6.5). Since m − m 1 cb < ε, also (6.6) holds and the theorem is proved.
Locally compact groups with property (S)
Recall that a compactly generated locally compact group G is said to be hyperbolic if the Cayley graph of G with respect to a compact generating set K ⊂ G satisfying K = K −1 is Gromov hyperbolic, in the sense that the metric d on G defined by
turns G into a Gromov hyperbolic metric space. When G is non discrete, this Cayley graph is not locally finite and often the action of G on its Cayley graph is not continuous.
By [CCMT12, Corollary 2.6], a locally compact group G is hyperbolic if and only if G admits a proper, continuous, cocompact, isometric action on a proper geodesic hyperbolic metric space.
Combining several results from the literature, we have the following list of locally compact groups that are weakly amenable and have property (S). In the formulation of the proposition, graphs are assumed to be simple, non oriented and connected. We always equip their vertex set with the graph metric. A hyperbolic graph is a simple, non oriented, connected graph such that the underlying metric space is Gromov hyperbolic.
Proposition 7.1. Let G be a locally compact group. If one of the following conditions holds, then G has the complete metric approximation property and property (S).
1. G is σ-compact and amenable.
2. ([Ha78, Sz91, Oz03]) G admits a continuous action on a (not necessarily locally finite) tree that is metrically proper in the sense that for every vertex x, we have that d(x, g · x) → ∞ when g tends to infinity in G.
If one of the following conditions holds, then G is weakly amenable and has property (S).
3. G is compactly generated and hyperbolic.
4. ( [Oz03, Oz07] ) G admits a continuous proper action on a hyperbolic graph with uniformly bounded degree.
([CH88, Sk88])
G is a real rank one, connected, simple Lie group with finite center.
Proof. 1. Since G is amenable, a fortiori G has CMAP. Since G is σ-compact, we can fix an increasing sequence of compact subsets K n ⊂ G such that the interiors int(K n ) cover G. We make this choice such that K 0 = ∅, K n = K −1 n , K n ⊂ int(K n+1 ) and K n K n K n ⊂ K n+1 for all n. Since G is amenable, we can choose η n ∈ S(G) such that g · η n − η n 1 ≤ 2 −n for all n ≥ 0 and all g ∈ K n . Choose continuous functions F n : G → [0, 1] such that F n (g) = 0 for all g ∈ K n−1 and F n (g) = 1 for all g ∈ G \ K n . By convention, F 0 (g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.
Define the continuous function
F n (g)η n .
Note that n ≤ µ(g) 1 ≤ n + 1 whenever n ≥ 1 and g ∈ K n \ K n−1 . Define η : G → S(G) : η(g) = µ(g) −1
1 µ(g). Choose ε > 0 and K ⊂ G compact. Take n 0 such that K ⊂ K n 0 . Then take n 1 > n 0 such that 2(2n 0 + 6)/n 1 < ε. Fix g, k ∈ K and h ∈ G \ K n 1 . We prove that η(ghk) − g · η(h) 1 < ε. Once this is proved, it follows that G has property (S). Take n ≥ n 1 such that h ∈ K n+1 \ K n . Since K −1 K n−1 K −1 ⊂ K n and KK n+1 K ⊂ K n+2 , we have ghk ∈ K n+2 \ K n−1 . Define γ ∈ L 1 (G) given by γ = n k=0 η k .
By construction, µ(h) − γ 1 ≤ 1 and µ(ghk) − γ 1 ≤ 3. Also,
Altogether, it follows that g · µ(h) − µ(ghk) 1 ≤ 2n 0 + 6. Since µ(h) 1 ≥ n 1 , it follows that g · η(h) − η(ghk) 1 < ε.
2. Let G = (V, E) be a tree and G G a continuous metrically proper action. By [BO08, Corollary 12.3.4], the group G has CMAP. For all x, y ∈ V , denote by A(x, y) ⊂ V the (unique) geodesic between x and y. Fix a base point x 0 ∈ V . Define the continuous map η : G → Prob(V ) by defining η(g) as the uniform probability measure on A(x 0 , g · x 0 ). For all g, h, k ∈ G, the symmetric difference between A(x 0 , ghk · x 0 ) and g · A(x 0 , h · x 0 ) contains at most d(x 0 , g · x 0 ) + d(x 0 , k · x 0 ) elements. Since the action G G is metrically proper, we have d(x 0 , h · x 0 ) → ∞ when h tends to infinity in G. It then follows that lim h→∞ η(ghk) − g · η(h) 1 = 0 uniformly on compact sets of g, k ∈ G.
Since the action G V has compact open stabilizers, there exists a G-equivariant isometric map Prob(V ) → S(G). Composing η with this map, it follows that G has property (S).
3. By [CCMT12, Corollary 2.6], G admits a proper, continuous, cocompact, isometric action on a proper geodesic hyperbolic metric space. By [MMS03, Theorem 21 and Proposition 8], G satisfies at least one of the following three structural properties: G is amenable, or G admits a proper action on a hyperbolic graph with uniformly bounded degree, or G admits closed subgroups K < G 0 < G such that G 0 is of finite index and open in G, K is a compact normal subgroup of G 0 and G 0 /K is a real rank one, connected, simple Lie group with finite center. Since we already proved 1, to complete the proof of 3, it suffices to prove 4 and 5 and apply Lemma 7.2 below. Note that A(x, y, k) = A(y, x, k) and A(g · x, g · y, k) = g · A(x, y, k) for all x, y ∈ V , k ∈ N and g ∈ G. Since G has uniformly bounded degree, we have that B < ∞. We claim that for all x, y ∈ V with d(x, y) ≥ 4k, we have |A(x, y, k)| ≤ 2(k + 1)B . we find that lim h→∞ γ(gh) − g · γ(h) 1 = 0 uniformly on compact sets of g ∈ G. Since γ(hk) = η(x 0 , hk · x 0 ) = η(hk · x 0 , x 0 ) = h · η(k · x 0 , h −1 · x 0 ) and γ(h) = h · η(x 0 , h −1 · x 0 ) , we find that γ(hk) − γ(h) 1 = η(k · x 0 , h −1 · x 0 ) − η(x 0 , h −1 · x 0 ) 1 , so that also lim h→∞ γ(hk) − γ(h) 1 = 0 uniformly on compact sets of k ∈ G.
As in the proof of 2, there exists a G-equivariant isometric map Prob(V ) → S(G), so that G has property (S).
5. By [CH88] , G is weakly amenable. By [Sk88, Proof of Théorème 4.4], G has property (S).
In the proof of Proposition 7.1, we used the following stability result for property (S). One can actually prove that property (S) is stable under measure equivalence of locally compact groups, but for our purposes, the following elementary lemma is sufficient.
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a locally compact group and K < G 0 < G closed subgroups such that K is compact and normal in G 0 , and G 0 is open and of finite index in G. If G 0 /K has property (S), then also G has property (S).
Proof. Since One checks that lim h→∞ η(ghk) − g · η(h) 1 = 0 uniformly on compact sets of g, k ∈ G. So, G again has property (S).
